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What is COVITE
Founded in 1988 in the Basque Country to fight ETA’s terrorism through words, the Victims of Terrorism Collective,
COVITE, is an organization dedicated to the fight against terrorism and the prevention of violent radicalization.
Among Spanish victims associations, only COVITE has the “special consultative status” at United Nations (UN).
The Collective carries out its work in Spain and outside Spanish borders and focuses on three key areas: activism,
dialogue and research.

History
The Vic(ms of Terrorism Collec(ve (COVITE) is a na(onal associa(on
created in November 1998 by vic(ms of terrorist a@acks in the
Basque Country. It brings together more than 400 famillies who’ve
had one or more of their members murdered by terrorist
organiza(ons like ETA or GAL. They defend democra(c principles,
respect for the law and the principles of Jus(ce and Historical
Memory in order to guarantee a context of dignity aUer any terrorist
a@ack.
In February 2001 COVITE joined the Agreement for freedom and
against terrorism signed by the Popular Party and the Spanish
Socialist Worker’s Party.
In 2002 the COVITE Interna(onal Award to ac(ons for the memory
and support of vic(ms was established. Among those who have
collected the pres(gious award are the Grupos Tedax de los Cuerpos
de Técnicos en Desac(vación de Explosivos de la Guardia Civil
(Spanish bomb disposal experts); Policía Nacional y Ertzaintza
(Spanish and Basque Police Forces); Antonio Beristain; Saida
Benhabiles; Javier Gomez Bermudez; Iñaki Arteta; Carlos Herrera;
Vecinos por la Paz de Berriozar; Rogelio Alonso, Florencio Dominguez
and Marcos Garcia Rey; Joseba Arrei; Alfredo Tamayo; Mary Joseph
Grech; and Carmen Alba.

The president of the National Court, José Ramón
Navarro, the president of COVITE, Consuelo Ordóñez,
the Spanish Justice Minister, Rafael Catalá, and the
COVITE member Antonio Recio in a meeting of the
Collective.

In 2011 COVITE was awarded, along with the Catalan Associa(on for
Civic Coexistence, the X Prize for Civic Coexistence of the Ermua
Forum for their work on ‘demonstra(ng that the prelude to
coexistence can only be jus(ce, and that concessions to ETA only lead
to the acknowledgement that terrorist ac(vity has been eﬀec(ve and
eﬃcient in achieving the poli(cal ends they tried to impose on us for
decades through murder and coercion.”
In 2014 and 2015, COVITE’s mul(-media ini(a(ve
www.mapadelterror.com got the interest of the European
Commission and the ﬁrst global forum of extremism counternarra(ves (Countering Violence Extremism Global Expo, CVE). Both
organisms invited COVITE to present its work in Paris (France) and
Abu Dhabi (United Arab Emirates) respec(vely, as an example of best
prac(ce in the preven(on of terrorism.

The president of COVITE, Consuelo Ordóñez, with the
Ambassador of Spain in United Arab Emirates, José
Eugenio Salarich, the executive director of Hedayah,
Maqsoud Kruse, and members of Camilo José Cela
University (UCJC) in Abu Dhabi.
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What we do
Activism

Research

COVITE works to delegitimize the discourse of
those who justify terrorism. It does so through the
promotion of actions framed within activism and
civil disobedience. The Association aims for these
initiatives to have an impact on citizens and to
make society aware of the importance of its own
involvement in the defense of the values that got
the victims killed and in exposing the political and
social agents who do not yet condemn the use of
violence.

COVITE develops and promotes research that
aims to document and contextualize the history of
terrorism in order to pass it on to younger
generations; and to promote actions in the justice
field to ensure that victims are guaranteed their
right to justice.

Dialogue
COVITE works to valorize and share its experience in the
defense of the values of Historical memory, dignity, justice
and truth, in its actions aimed at delegitimizing the messages
that justify the use of violence and in its defense of the victims
of terrorism.
To do this, it promotes a network of work, dialogue and
cooperation at an international level to halt violent extremism.
This network aims to facilitate contact between experts and
international leaders; to gain further knowledge in our areas of
operation; to set a public agenda with priority issues; and to
support research and the training of experts.

Monument for the victims of terrorism located in the Basque Country (Spain).
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What we do in social networks
• Crea(ng speciﬁc content to denounce the poli(cal par(es which legi(mize terrorism
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What we do in social networks
• Crea(ng speciﬁc content to remember the vic(ms of terrorism
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What we do in social networks
• Spreading our own projects and the impact on the mass media of our ac(vism campaigns

One week on Facebook

Counternarrative campaign COVITE&Twitter
COVITE and Twi@er launched the ﬁrst counternarra(ve campaign
in Spain last March, coinciding with the anniversary of 11th March
terrorist a@acks in Madrid. This date was also established as the
European Day of Vic(ms of Terrorism. In this context, COVITE
designed a campaign with a double message –remembering the
vic(ms and stopping radicaliza(on– and Twi@er sponsored it
gemng remarkable results, as it is shown below.

International Observatory for Terrorism Studies
(OIET)
The Interna(onal Observatory for Terrorism Studies
(OIET) stems from COVITE to create an organiza(on
that promotes the development of research
projects focused on the preven(on of violent
radicaliza(on and on the spread of democra(c
principles. OIET works also on Twi@er spreading
counternarra(ve messages and democra(c values.
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